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� Modeling photoelectrochemical

water splitting devices.

� Framework based on steady-state

equivalent circuit.

� Comparing performance under

ideal and real irradiation and

varying tilt angle.

� The most performing device varies

depending on the irradiation.

� A higher ideal STH efficiency does

not necessarily mean a better

performance.
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Photoelectrochemical splitting of water is potentially a sustainable and affordable solution

to produce hydrogen from sun light. Given the infancy stage of technology development, it

is important to compare the different experimental concepts and identify the most

promising routes. The performance of photoelectrochemical devices is typically measured

and reported under ideal irradiation conditions, i.e. 1 sun. However, real-life operating

conditions are very different, and are varying in time according to daily and seasonal

cycles.

In this work, we present an equivalent circuit model for computing the steady state

performance of photoelectrochemical cells. The model allows for a computationally effi-

cient, yet precise prediction of the system performance and a comparison of different

devices working in real operating conditions. To this end, five different photo-

electrochemical devices are modeled using experimental results from literature. The

calculated performance shows good agreement with experimental data of the different

devices. Furthermore, the model is extended to include the effect of illumination and tilt

angle on the hydrogen production efficiency. The resulting model is used to compare the

devices for different locations with high and low average illumination and different tilt

angles. The results show that including real illumination data has a considerable impact on

the efficiency of the PV-EC device. The yearly average solar-to-hydrogen efficiency is
zani).
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Nomenclature

General

EC electrochemical

HER hydrogen-evolving reaction

OER oxygen-evolving reaction

PC photocatalytic

PE photoelectrodes

PEC photoelectrochemical

PV photovoltaic

PV-E photovoltaic þ electrolyzer

SLJ solid-liquid junction

STH solar-to-hydrogen

Parameters

ĵL nominal photogenerated curre

cm2

bPsun ideal illumination, sun

DG0
H2 Gibbs free energy, kJ/g

hF Faradaic efficiency

hSTH solar to hydrogen efficiency

tH Tafel slope of HER, mV/dec

tO Tafel slope of HER, mV/dec

a specific area, m2/tH2

E+ thermodynamic potential

eyearH2 energy stored in hydrogen mo

square meter of PV-EC over th

j current density, mA/cm2

j0 saturation (dark) current dens

j0H exchange current density at H

jL photogenerated current densi

j0O exchange current density at O

kB Boltzmann constant, J/K

myear
H2 hydrogen produced over the y

meter, tH2/m
2

ni ideality factor

nj number of junctions

ns number of solar cells connect

Psun real illumination, mW/cm

q elementary charge, C

Rs series resistance, U/cm2

Rsh shunt resistance, U/cm2

Rsol electrolyte solution resistance

T temperature, K

V voltage, mV

Vth thermal voltage 25.9 mV at T
significantly lower than the ideal one. Moreover, it is dependent on the tilt angle, whose

optimal value for European-like latitude is around 40�. Notably, we also show that the most

performing device through the whole year might not necessarily be the one with highest

sun-to-hydrogen efficiency for one-sun illumination.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Hydrogen Energy Publications

LLC. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by/4.0/).
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Introduction

Hydrogen will play a pivotal role in the transition towards a

climate neutral society. Its end use in a net-zero CO2 world

will be widespread and diverse: from fuel for ground and air

transportation, to feedstock for the chemical industry, via

energy carrier for seasonal storage in power generation [1].

However, today 95% of hydrogen is produced by hydrocarbon

steam reforming, a process emitting around 830 million

tonnes of CO2 per year [1]. Clearly, this is not sustainable.

Ultimately, within this century and probably by 2050, the vast

majority of H2 will need to be produced starting from renew-

able energy, with the remaining coming from fossil sources

with carbon capture and storage. One such way is via elec-

trochemical splitting of H2O using renewables-based elec-

tricity. In this context, solar photoelectrochemical water

splitting is a sustainable pathway, that uses the most abun-

dant renewable energy source available, the sun, to produce

hydrogen. The water splitting reaction is an endothermic re-

action at ambient condition with a net free Gibbs energy DG0

of 237.2 kJ/mol, which corresponds to a potential (E�) of 1.23 V.

The two redox half-reactions occurring at the electrodes are (i)

water oxidation at the anode (Eq. (1)), or oxygen evolving re-

action (OER), and (ii) water reduction at the cathode (Eq. (2)), or

hydrogen evolving reaction (HER):

2H2O#O2 þ 4Hþ þ 4e� (1)

4Hþ þ 4e�#2H2 (2)

Solar water splitting, or photolysis of water, is not a new

concept; the first experimental demonstration of the splitting

of water into hydrogen and oxygen by electrocatalysis was

reported by Fujishima and Honda in 1972, who used a rutile

titanium dioxide (TiO2) photoanode and a Pt counter electrode

[2]. Since the conduction band of rutile is not negative enough

to split H2O, an applied voltage bias was applied to the TiO2

working electrode. Although TiO2 material is stable in

aqueous electrolytes, the performance is low due to its large

band gab (3.2 eV), which limits the utilization of the solar

spectrum to the UV portion.

Since then, an increasing number of experimental concepts

has been assembled and tested, improving the technology

significantly (e.g. Refs. [3e5]). As expected, most studies

focused on developing more performant materials for the

different components of the device, or on designing optimal

reactor configurations to achieve higher solar-to-hydrogen

(STH) efficiencies [6]. Notably, solar water splitting systems
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involve five main ingredients, namely a photoabsorber that

converts photons into electron-hole pairs, a catalyst of the

oxygen-evolving reaction, a catalyst of the hydrogen-evolving

reaction, an electrolyte allowing the protons transportation

fromone electrode to the other, and, formost reactor designs, a

membrane to separate the products.

Depending on the materials used and the design of the

system, different types of solar water splitting devices can be

identified. In literature, various taxonomies for the different

cells can be found, e.g. in Refs. [7e9], where detailed reviews of

the different solar fuel generators are presented. In Fig. 1, a

simplified overview of the different types and sub-types of

solar water splitting devices is given. Three main approaches

can be identified: photocatalytic (PC), photoelectrochemical

(PEC), and photovoltaic þ electrolyzer (PV-E). The presented

overview should not be seen as a strict categorization, since

there exist also devices that could be attributed to more than

one of these categories. Rather, with the presented classifi-

cation we focus on technological and modeling aspects.

A PC device consists of suspended particles of photo-

catalyst dispersed in a medium. It is the simplest system,

since there is only one light absorber, however, the simplicity

is paid with low STH efficiencies, which are in the range of 1%

[10,11]. On the other side of the spectrum, combining PV cells

with an electrolyzer is amodular approach using two systems:

PV panels producing independent power are connected to an

electrolyzer (or several electrolyzers). Due to significant ad-

vances in solid state photovoltaics, PV-E systems are today the

most efficient way to carry out solar water splitting, yielding

STH efficiencies as high as 30% [12]. PEC devices lie in the

middle, as the integrated version of a PV-E system, where the

light absorber is immersed in the electrolyte. Because semi-

conductors are very sensitive to corrosion, the light absorber

has to be protected from the electrolyte, affecting the overall

STH efficiency of the system. Typical STH efficiencies of PEC

devices range from 1 to 20% [13].

The architecture of a PEC device is mainly based on the

type of junction used to separate the electron-hole pair. Band

bending, resulting from a local imbalance in charge neutrality,

is the phenomenon responsible for the charge separation and

transfer in a PEC device. Band bending occurs at a junction

between a semiconductor and another material and depends

on the type of junction. Two junctions can be found in a PEC

device: a buried PV junction and a solid-liquid junction (SLJ). In

a buried PV junction (also called Schottky-junction), the

interface between ametal and a semiconductor is responsible

for band bending. A buried junction works together with at

least one p-n junction, located at the interface between two

layers of a semiconductor, one doped positively (p) and the

other doped negatively (n). Together, the buried junction and

the p-n junction(s) drive efficiently the electrons and holes

apart. On the other hand, a solid-liquid junction is located at

the interface between a semiconductor and a liquid solution.

The effect is the same as in a buried PV junction since it per-

mits the charge separation and transfer between the photo-

absorber and the electrolyte. However, a single SLJ is not

sufficient to drive the water splitting reaction without any

additional bias, thus, a tandem architecture is necessary [14].

PEC devices can be further divided in sub-categories as shown

in Fig. 1: (i) a PEC device with one or more buried PV junctions
and two or more p-n junctions (also known as PV-EC device),

(ii) a PEC device with one buried PV junction coupled with one

solid liquid junction (PV-PEC), and (iii) a dual photoelectrode

with two SLJ (Dual-PE).

PV-EC technology benefits from the well-established

knowledge of water electrolysis on the one hand, and photo-

voltaics on the other hand, and can easily achieve STH effi-

ciencies of more than 10% [13]. Several PV-EC devices have

been built using various PV technologies such as crystalline

silicon [15], thin film (e.g. amorphous silicon (a-Si) [16], copper

indium gallium selenide (CIGS) solar cells [17]), and multi-

junction solar cells [18]. Recently, Cheng and coworkers have

demonstrated a record STH efficiency of 19.3% with a mono-

lithic PV-EC device consisting of a GaInP/GaInAs multi-

junction [19].

On the other hand, PV-PEC devices are hybrid systems

combining both a buried PV junction with p-n junction(s) and

a SLJ. In this configuration, the PV cell provides the voltage

bias necessary for the photoelectrode to drive the water

splitting reaction. Such devices are generally built to study

and improve the photoelectrode [20].

In a dual-PE device, two different absorbers are in contact

with the electrolyte solution, resulting in two SLJs, one at each

photoelectrode. This design benefits from cheaper materials

but exhibits lower STH efficiencies, around 1% [13]. Multiple

studies focus on dual photoelectrodes devices to improve the

efficiency of the system. To date, the highest STH efficiency

was achieved by using a BiVO4 photoanode with a CIGS

photocathode and reached 3.7% [21].

While dual photoelectrode technology is in its infancy, PV-

EC and PV-PEC systems are more mature [14]. This work fo-

cuses on PV-EC because of thematurity and relative simplicity

of the technology but also due to the better experimental data

availability.

While there exist studies providing a detailed overview of

the state-of-the-art of solar water splitting devices [22e25],

there are no works that focus on modeling and comparing

different PV-EC devices under ideal and real light conditions.

One reason is that research efforts currently focus mainly on

finding innovative materials and architectures to improve the

overall performance of the system. As a result, it is difficult to

identify the preferred direction of development among the

manymaterials and devices presented in literature. Moreover,

the effect of illumination on the hydrogen production effi-

ciency has been largely overlooked in past works, with the

exception of Turan et al., who investigated the scale up PV-EC

devices [6]. With this work, we aim at contributing to close

these gaps by (i) providing a consistent modelling framework

of different PV-EC devices using the equivalent electric circuit

approach, and by (ii) predicting and comparing the yearly

hydrogen production rate under real-world illumination and

varying tilt angles. This work is organized as follows: Section

Modeling PV-EC systems with equivalent electric circuit de-

scribes the modeling methodology and resulting performance

of five different PV-EC devices using the equivalent electric

circuit approach, first for ideal conditions, second for varying

illumination and tilt angle. This is followed by a yearly com-

parison of the different devices (Section Comparison of PV-EC

cells under varying working conditions). Finally, we discuss

the resulting findings.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2022.01.223
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Fig. 1 e Different types of solar water splitting devices. PEC cells are divided into photovoltaic-electrochemical (PV-EC)

devices, photovoltaic-PEC (PV-PEC) devices and devices with two photoelectrodes (Dual-PE). For each configuration a typical

example is illustrated.
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Modeling PV-EC systems with equivalent electric
circuit

In the following, we first present and validate a model for

simulating PV-ECusing the equivalent electric circuit approach.

For the validation we use experimental data from literature.

Then, we extend the model to include varying illumination

conditions, which allows for computing yearly performance

including weather data of different geographical locations. The

obtained model is finally used to compare different PV-EC de-

vices at varying (i) location, and (ii) tilt angle.

PV-EC model for ideal sun conditions

Ourmodeling framework builds upon and extends thework of

Winkler et al., who modeled an integrated PV-EC device using

steady-state equivalent circuits [26]. The approach of equiv-

alent circuit is relatively simple, yet accurate in describing the

behaviour of a PV-EC system. To this end, the device can be

divided into two main components: a photoabsorber part,

consisting of the different light absorbers and later referred as

the ‘solar cell’, and an electrolyzer part, which includes the

two electrodes (the catalysts and/or a metal) and the electro-

lyte solution. A simplified scheme of a PV-EC device is shown

in Fig. 2. We note that the solar cell and the catalysts can be

either directly in contact or wired, but since the losses due to

the wires are negligible, we will no further make a differen-

tiation between the two. To model the thermodynamic
performance of the system, we need the j-V curves of PV and

EC sides as shown in Fig. 2. The cell operating point is iden-

tified by the intersection of the two j-V curves, which depend

on the specific materials and architecture.

The overall electric equivalent circuit of a generic multi-

junction PV-EC system is shown in Fig. 3. Each p-n junction in

the photoabsorber is represented by a one diode model con-

sisting of a source of current jL, a diode defined by saturation

current density j0, a series resistance Rs and a shunt resistance

Rsh. The source of current jL represents the photogenerated

current, while the diode represents the recombination current

induced by the recombination losses of electrons and holes.

Both series and shunt resistance are parasitic elements to

represent ohmic losses in the PV device. The equivalent

steady-state circuit of the electrolyzer part of the system is

shown on the right in Fig. 3. In thismodel, the thermodynamic

potential is depicted by a voltage source, while the resistance

Rsol represents the voltage drop caused by the electrolyte

solution.

The current density of the photoabsorber can be calculated

by taking the photogenerated current jL and subtracting all

recombination currents according to the equivalent curcuit

model [26]. The resulting equation is:

j ¼ 1
ns

2
664jL � j0exp

0
BB@

V
nj
þ jRs

niVth

1
CCA�

V
nj
þ jRs

Rsh

3
775 (3)

where:
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C Vth is the thermal voltage, i.e. the voltage induced in the

p-n junction by the ambient temperature and is calcu-

lated based on the Boltzmann constant kB, the temper-

ature T and the elementary charge q: Vth ¼ kBT
q . At room

temperature Vth is equal to approximately 26 mV.

C nj is the number of junctions (e.g. 3 for a triple junction

as shown in Fig. 3).

C ns is the number of solar cells connected in series,

respectively.

The voltage calculated with Equation (3) is the voltage

output of one single photoabsorber junction. If a solar cell

consists of multiple junctions or if several single junction

solar cells are connected in series, the total voltage output is

given by the sum of the voltage of each junction [27]:

V ¼
Xnj

i
Vi (4)

which simplifies to V ¼ njVi if the nj junctions are identical.

Since the solar cells and the electrolyzer are connected in

series, the current is the same in all the components. In case

that ns identical solar cells are connected in series, the pho-

toabsorber area is then multiplied by the number of cells and

the current density of the total system is:

jtot ¼ j
ns

(5)

In order for the electrolyzer to split H2O, the solar cell(s)

must produce a voltage accounting for the thermodynamic

potential E◦ of the water splitting reactions (OER and HER)

(1.23 V), and the voltage loss at the cathode and the anode and

ohmic losses of the solution. Therefore, the electrolyzer

voltage can be written as:
Fig. 2 e (a) A simplified setup of an exemplary PV-EC device, and

cell (adapted from Refs. [13,26]). (b) Simplified j-V characteristics

dot. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure leg
Velectrolyzer ¼ E+ þ Vloss
cathode þ Vloss

anode þ Rsolj (6)

The voltage loss at the cathode and anode can be calcu-

lated using the Tafel law, which connects the rate of the

electrochemical reactions of the electrode to the

overpotential:

Vloss
cathode þ Vloss

anode ¼ tHlog10
j

j0H
þ tOlog10

j

j0O
(7)

where the terms tO and tH are the Tafel slopes, j0O and j0H are

the exchange current densities and where the subscripts O

and H refer to the OER and HER respectively. The overall

equation for the electrolyzer is therefore written as:

Velectrolyzer ¼ E+ þ tHlog10
j

j0H
þ tOlog10

j

j0O
þ Rsolj (8)

The system operating point is found evaluating the pho-

toabsorber and electrolyzer voltage (or current) which is ob-

tained in practice by directly coupling or wiring together the

two:

X
i

VPV;i ¼ Velectrolyzer (9)

The resulting equivalent circuit model of the PV-EC system

(Equations (3)e(9)) requires different empirical parameter as

input: jL, j0, Rs, Rsh, ni for the solar cell and tH, tO, j
0
H, j

0
O, Rsol for

the electrolyzer part. These can be obtained by fitting the

model equations with available experimental points for a

specific device, which requires the expression of the equa-

tions in the form V ¼ f(V) or j ¼ f�1(V). This can be tackled by

using the Lambert function (more details can be found in the
of a PV device which provides power to an electrochemical

of a PV-EC device, the operating point is indicated by a red

end, the reader is referred to theWeb version of this article.)

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2022.01.223
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jL,c

Rsh,a

Rsh,b

Rsh,c

j0,a

j0,b

j0,c
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Rs,b

Rs,c

Vth

τO

τH

RsolVtot

Va

Vb

Vc

ja=jtot

jb

jc jH

jO

Fig. 3 e Equivalent circuit of amultijunction PV-EC device. In

this example, the solar system consists of three different p-

n junctions which are made of material a, b and c.

Table 1 e List of the 5 PV-EC devices modeled.

Device reference Light absorber Catalysts
OER/HER

STH

Urbain, 2015, [16] a-Si/a-Si RuO2/Pt 6.8%

Urbain, 2016, [18] a-Si/a-Si/mc-Si RuO2/Ni 8.7%

Jacobsson, [17] 3 CIGS (s)a Pt/Pt 10.5%

Varadhan, [28] InGaP/GaAs NiOx/Ni 12.1%

Sun, [29] InGaP/GaAs Ni/TieCoP 10.0%

a (s): solar cells connected in series.
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Supplemental Information Section 1). Once the j-V curve is

resolved according to the model equations, it is possible to

obtain the operating current jop of the system and the asso-

ciated STH efficiency. Graphically, that means jop is found at

the intersection of the solar cell j-V curve and the electrolyzer

j-V curve.

In this work, we calibrate and validate the model using

experimental data of five different PV-EC cells which are

representative of different possible designs and material

combinations. These devices and the sources reporting the

results are listed in Table 1, together with the light absorber's
material, the catalysts used in the cell as well as the reported

STH efficiency. Urbain 2015 and Urbain 2016 are both silicon-

based devices, the former consists of a solar cell made of a

double junction of amorphous silicon (a-Si) while the latter

consists of a triple junction made of two layers of amorphous

silicon and one layer ofmicro-crystalline silicon (mc-Si) [16,18].

Jacobsson device includes solar cells connected in series: the

photoabsorbers consist of three single-junction copper in-

dium gallium selenide (CIGS) solar cells [17]. Finally, Varadhan

and Sun's devices both consist of a double junction solar cell

made of an indium gallium phosphide (InGaP) top cell coupled

with a gallium arsenide (GaAs) bottom cell [28,29]. Moreover,

Sun is the only device that also includes a bipolar membrane,

allowing the separation of the O2 and H2.

Ideally, separate current-voltage data measurements for

each component of the device, i.e. the solar cell and the

electrolyzer, are used to calibrate and test the model. How-

ever, j-V data are oftenmeasured and reported for either some

of the components, or for a specific group of components. In
such case the datamust be inferred by subtracting and adding

the available j-V data points based on the equations of the

equivalent circuits, which was here necessary for the Var-

adhan device. Details for the available data can be found in the

Supporting Information.

The fitting between model and data is carried out by

minimizing the difference between the calculated and

measured j-V curve.The objective function f(y) is defined as

fðyÞ ¼ 1� R2 ¼
P ðyi � ŷiÞ2P ðyi � yÞ2 (10)

where yi is the experimental data point i obtained from the j-V

curve, ŷi is the predicted value of yi by the model and y is the

mean value of yi. The objective function is minimized with

Matlab (R2018b) optimization routine fmincon using the

sequential quadratic programming (SQP) algorithm. Because of

the sensitivity of the Lambert function to changes in the

boundary conditions, the model can easily become difficult to

solve. While this is not the case for the electrolyzer, whose

model is fairly simple, the solar cell can easily show conver-

gence problems. This problem can be tackled by following the

approach proposed by Bouzidi et al. [30], where Equation (3) is

divided into two equations, one valid for low voltages and one

for higher voltages. Therefore, instead of fitting one complex

function, the parameters are found by fitting two simpler

equations. The overall model is however not changed. More

details can be found in the Supporting Information section 2.

In addition to the j-V curve, we compute the solar-to-

hydrogen (STH) index, which is a key performance indicator

used to compare different solar water splitting devices [31]. It

is defined as the ratio between the total chemical energy

generated and the total energy input from sunlight

illumination:

hSTH ¼ jjopjE+hF

Psun
(11)

where jop is the operating current density, E◦ (V) is the ther-

modynamic potential needed to split H2O in H2 and O2 and

Psun (mW cm�1) is the incident illumination power density: hF
is the faradaic efficiency; for water splitting, faradaic effi-

ciencies close to 100% are commonly reported in the literature

[16], meaning that the photocurrent directly corresponds to

the molar hydrogen generation rate and assumes selective

and stable catalysts for water splitting.

Fig. 4 reports the parity plots for the solar cells on the left

and for the electrolyzer on the right. The parity plots of the

solar cells show good agreement with respect to experimental

values (R2 greater than 0.99). For the Sun device, the fitting

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2022.01.223
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Fig. 4 e Normalized parity plots for a) the solar cell and b) the electrolyzer part. On the x-axis, the experimental data points

extracted from literature are displayed, while on the y-axis the output of the model is shown. The data is normalized over

the experimental data. A separate Figure for each device is shown in the Supplementary Information.
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showed only reliable results for a voltage greater than 1.9 V.

This is due to the limited number of experimental data points.

Since the j-V curve is nearly horizontal for smaller voltages

(see Fig. 5), the resulting fitting is still accurate. The source of

error for Varadhan lies in the uncertainty connected to the
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Fig. 5 e j-V curves of the solar cells and electrolyzers of the five P

are measured under Psun ¼ 1 sun illumination (corresponding t
type of data reported. However, the root mean square error

(RMSE) indicates an error of 40 mV in average, which is not

significant.

The parity plots of the electrolyzers show more diverse

results. In Varadhan et al. [28], different curves were fitted to
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Table 3 e Electrolyzer parameters found after fitting the
experimental j-V curves of the 5 PV-EC devices. tO and tH
are expressed in millivolt per decade.Rsol of Sun device
was directly provided in the literature.

tO tH j0O j0H Rsol

mV/dec mV/dec mA.cm�2 mA.cm�2 U.cm2

Urbain 2015 57 54 1.7 � 10�3 0.45 21.3

Urbain 2016 154 169 0.11 0.13 16

Jacobsson 177 36 0.04 0.26 22

Varadhan 57 e 2 � 10�4 e 27

Sun 51 72 1 � 10�9 0.15 31
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obtain the electrolyzer j-V characteristic. The experimental

curve of Urbain 2016 electrolyzer was obtained by subtract-

ing the j-V curve of thewhole PV-EC device from the solar cell

curve. By doing so, some irregularities appeared at high

current densities, probably due to the horizontal part of the

two curves, which explains the deviation observed in Fig. 4

b). As for Jacobsson, the electrolyzer j-V curve is available

in Ref. [17], but the experimental curve of the electrolyzer is

skewed for lower voltages (even below the thermodynamic

potential). This anomaly explains the low regression coeffi-

cient, which is shown in Figure S3 b). On the other hand, the

parity plot shows good results for voltages higher than

1600 mV corresponding to a current density of around

2 mA cm�2, and since the device is mainly operating for

current densities around 5 mA cm�2 low voltage area should

simply be disregarded. The electrolyzer curve of Varadhan

depicts the overpotential of the anode combined with the

voltage drop due to the solution resistance, and the model

describes accurately the system. Urbain 2015 reports a value

of Rsol which was measured by impedance spectroscopy. The

data available for Urbain 2015 is very detailed since the j-V

curves of all the components of the electrolyzer are pub-

lished. Also in this case the model shows good agreement

with experimental data (highest RMSE is obtained for the

cathod and limited to 6 mV). As for Sun, experimental data

for anode, cathode, and electrolyte were available, allowing

for a detail tuning of the model.

The values of the fitting parameters of each junction of the

solar cells are compiled in Table 2. The values of the photo-

generated current densities jL are in line with the experi-

mental short current densities. In the Jacobsson cell, the

photogenerated current displayed is approximately three

times higher than the rest of the devices due to the fact that

the light absorbers consist of three solar cells connected in

series. As for the other devices, the standard construction is a

tandem device, where cells are also connected in series, but

the whole surface area belongs to the same cell. In the

Jacobsson device the cells are connected in series instead of

being stacked on top of each other, thus the available light

collector area is three times higher. The photogenerated cur-

rent of the whole device is therefore jL/3 z 11.5 mA cm�2,

according to Equation (5). CIGS solar cells produce a high

current density but suffer from low voltage.

The saturation current densities j0 range from 10�4 to 10�16,

showing no clear connection with the respective material. j0
Table 2 e Solar cell parameters of each junction calculated by
experimental j-V curves of the 5 PV-EC devices. The light abso

Material jL

mA.cm�2

Urbain et al. 2015 a-Si 5.2

Urbain et al. 2016 a-Si 6.80

mc-Si 6.84

Jacobsson et al. CIGS 34.6

Varadhan et al. InGaP 9.7

GaAs 10.0

Sun et al. InGaP 8.1

GaAs 9.1
depends on many factors, among which the type and number

of junction [32]. In particular, Urbain 2015 and Sun devices

exhibit very low saturation current densities while, on the

contrary, the j0 values of Urbain 2016 device are rather high.

The calculated saturation current densities appear to be in

range with the values reported in the literature. For example,

the modeling results by Winkler et al. reveal value of j0 ¼ 4

10�10 mA cm�2 [26].

The calculated series resistance Rs for four out of the five

PV-EC devives range from 0.5 to 5 U cm2, in line with the few

values reported in the literature [26,30]. Urbain 2016 device

shows particularly low values of Rs, which may be explained

by a trade-off between j0 and Rs since both parameters influ-

ence the open-circuit voltage, also justifying the high calcu-

lated values of j0 compared to the other devices.

The values obtained for the shunt resistances Rsh are

satisfactory since the expected range is around 103 to 106 [33].

Finally, the ideality factor ni varies typically between 1 and

2 depending onwhether the recombination losses occur in the

space-charge region (ni z 1) or in the depletion region (ni z 2)

[34,35]. Yet, ideality factors greater than 2 can sometimes be

observed in heterojunction solar cells [36], such as in Urbain

2016 or Sun devices.

The values obtained for the electrolyzer part of the devices

are compiled in Table 3. The parameters are in linewith values

provided in literature [26]. Since the experimental data of the

cathode of the Varadhan cell was not available (see Support-

ing Information 3), for this device the losses of the cathode

were not considered. For all devices, the exchange current

density at the anode j0O is lower than the exchange current

density at the cathode j0H, which can be explained by the lower
fitting the equations of the equivalent circuit to the
rber material used in each junction is also being reminded.

j0 Rs Rsh ni

mA.cm�2 U.cm2 U.cm2

2 � 10�14 5.2 1551 1.1

9.8 � 10�9 0.36 3317 1.0

2.25 � 10�8 1.50 1481 1.6

3 � 10�10 1.7 1001 1.0

1 � 10�9 0.5 2779 1.1

3 � 10�9 0.6 2030 1.8

1 � 10�16 3.6 8.80 � 105 1.2

3 � 10�7 3.6 1.01 � 104 2.7
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kinetics of the OER. The solution resistance varies between 16

and 31 U cm2, which is in line with the range provided by

Winkler et al. (0e60 U cm2). The resistance of Sun device is

slightly higher, presumably due to themembrane between the

electrodes that slows down the circulation of the protons. The

solution resistance also depends on the distance between the

two electrodes; the distance is usually around 2 cm. But this

information is not always provided.

The resulting j-V curves for the solar cell and the electro-

lyzer are shown in Fig. 5. When comparing the different de-

vices, we can link the photoabsorber and electrolyzer curve to

the characteristics of the device in terms of materials and

design. For instance, the two devices comprising platinum

electrodes, Urbain 2015 and Jacobsson, exhibit very low

overpotentials at the electrolyzer even at high current density.

Platinum is a very efficient, yet expensive catalyst used to

demonstrate proofs of concept [17]. Similarly, the figure shows

that CIGS solar cells used in Jacobsson device provide a high

current density but suffer from low voltages. Therefore,

coupling the CIGS solar cells with the catalysts used in Sun

device for example (nickel and cobalt phosphide) would yield

amuch lower efficiency. Sun device succeeds to exhibit a high

efficiency because of the InGaP/GaAs junction that provides a

sufficient voltage.

It is worth stressing that PV-ECmodels based on equivalent

electric circuit build upon interpretation of the device physical

behaviour but are largely empirical. Therefore the physical

interpretation of the model parameters must be taken with

caution. Yet, the main scope of such simple model is to

reproduce mathematically the j-V characteristics as accu-

rately as possible, which is found to be overall satisfying.

Finally, we can compare the model findings with the

experimental value of the sun to hydrogen efficiency. The re-

sults are reported in Table 4. Overall, we notice that the

agreement between experiments and model is good. The

largest difference is observed for Urbain 2015 and ismainly due

to the error in extracting the experimental data from the graph

in the paper. More specifically, while we obtain a R2 larger than

0.999, we find a Rsol ¼ 23.5 U cm2 compared to Rsol ¼ 21.3 U cm2

provided in the paper; this is due to the small discreptancy

between the data used to fit the model and those obtained

experimentally. For Varadhan and Sun, the difference is prob-

ably due to the lack of the component-specific data points. On

the other hand, the calculated efficiency of Urbain 2016 and

Jacobsson is almost equal to the reported efficiency, while the

others are reasonably close for such simple model.

In summary, the model shows good agreement with

experimental values, however, data availability and quality

are key for tuning the model accurately.
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500
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Fig. 6 e The effect of different illumination intensities for

Urbain 2016 device as an example. The red x shows the

operating point jop of the solar cell and the electrolyzer. (For

interpretation of the references to color in this figure

legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this

article.)
PV-EC model for varying illumination and tilt angle

Themodel presented beforewas fitted using experimental data

measured under artificial sunlight at standard condition, AM

1.5G and an illumination of 100 mW cm�2 equal to 1 sun.

However, PV-EC devices will hardly work under these condi-

tions, and to reflect more realistic performance and predict the

yearly average STH efficiency, we need to include the effect of

illumination as well as the influence of different tilt angles.
Solar illumination directly influences the photogenerated

current jL proportionally [37]:

jL ¼ ĵLPsunbP̂ sun

(12)

where ĵL is the nominal photogenerated current as calculated

under bPsun ¼ 1 sun illumination and Psun the real illumina-

tion. As shown in Fig. 6 for Urbain 2016, a new operating

point (jop) on the j-V plane is established for every value of jL.

In real application, jop becomes a time-dependent value. As a

result, the matching between photoabsorber and electro-

lyzer needs to be resolved at any time instant (i.e. for

different irradiation values). When comparing all devices

considered in this work for different irradiation values (see

Fig. 7 a) we note that, while Varadhan's device achieves

highest jop and STH efficiency at 1 sun, Jacobsson's device is

the most performing for Psun < 0.7 sun. This stems from the

current density of the PV cell, which is higher compared to

the other devices. On the other hand, Sun's device shows the

most stable performance, since its STH efficiency remains

almost constant over the whole illumination range. The high

efficiency is due to the InGaP/GaAs tandem-junction, which

provides a sufficiently high voltage to drive the water-

splitting reaction. The efficiency curves of Urbain 2015 and

Urbain 2016 show the same trend as the Varadhan device:

the higher the illumination the higher the STH. In order to

understand on an yearly base what device is the most per-

forming, a time-discretized analysis is required.
Comparison of PV-EC cells under varying
working conditions

In this section, we compare the different devices with regards

to their yearly performance under varying time- and space-

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2022.01.223
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Table 4 e Calculated STH efficiencies based on the fitted
devices.

Calculated STH Reported STH

Urbain 2015 7.5% 6.8%

Urbain 2016 8.6% 8.7%

Jacobsson 10.6% 10.5%

Varadhan 11.6% 12.1%

Sun 9.6% 10.0%
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dependant illumination, and tilt angle. While we do not

directly compute H2 costs, which are highly uncertain and out

of the scope here, we compare the devices using the specific

area a (in m2=tH2 ), i.e. the cell area needed to produce one ton

of H2 per year. This is a proxy for the system cost and it em-

beds the thermodynamic performance of the device

throughout the year. The cell area a can be derived from the

amount of energy stored as hydrogenmolecules over the year

per square meter of photoabsorber collector area, eyearH2
(kJ/(m2

year)), according to Equation (13):

ayear
H2

¼ DG
0

H2

eyearH2

(13)

where DG
0

H2
the Gibbs free energy of the water splitting reac-

tion (DG
0

H2
¼ 118.6 MJ/kg). Notably, eyearH2

depends on the solar

energy input Psun and on the STH efficiency hSTH of the device,

where both Psun and hSTH are time dependent. We can there-

fore write:

eyearH2
¼

Ztend
t0

hSTHðtÞPsunðtÞdt (14)

Plugging in hSTH from Equation (11) in the expression

above, and noting that we can include the time dependency

via hourly-averaged values of jop in combination with hourly

data of solar irradiance (thus substituting the integral with an
Fig. 7 e The effect of different illumination intensities on a) the o

and b) the STH efficiency of the five PV-EC devices.
hourly-resolved sum over the hours of the year), Equation (14)

can be rewritten as:

eyearH2
¼

Xi¼8760

i¼1
jop; iE

+hF (15)

where eyearH2
is here provided in (kWh). This expression, in

combination with irradiance-dependent modelling of the PV-

EC cell, allows for calculating the performance of the cell with

real-world, space-defined, data and tilt angle. Note that the tilt

angle, which for PV applications is typically a design variable

that can be freely optimized, it is here bounded by the fluid

dynamicwithin the PV-EC cell: while verticalmodules allow for

a straightforward gas/liquid dynamic they are penalized from a

tilt angle perspective. The contrary holds for horizontal panels.

In thiswork, we consider two different locations as possible PV-

EC sites: Sevilla in Spain (with high illumination), and Utrecht

in the Netherlands (with lower illumination). The solar irradi-

ance data, more precisely the global horizontal irradiance, in

Sevilla and inUtrechtwas obtained fromSolcastwith anhourly

resolution for 2019 [38]. Starting from these data, the effect of

the tilt angles (in the range of 0e90�) was included applying the

System Advisor Model (SAM) from the National Renewable

Energy Laboratory (NREL) [39]. The azimuth angle was instead

kept constant at 180�as well as the temperature of the system.

The performance of catalysts and electrolytes were considered

independent of the illumination, i.e. no electrodes degradation

as function of sunlight were considered [40].

Fig. 8 shows the daily average hSTH for hours with irradi-

ance larger than 0 over the full year. This figure was obtained

with Urbain 2016 as exemplary device, which can reach an

efficiency in the range of hSTH ¼ 5.9e8.6% (Fig. 7). Moreover,

three different curves for three different tilt angles are shown

(0, 45, and 90�). The yearly trend is as expected for any

photovoltaic device: the maximum production is reached in

summer and the minimum in winter. However, the height of

the maximum in summer and the extent of the valley in

winter depends on the tilt angle: while low tilt angles favor the

maximum STH efficiency in summer, a vertical device has
perating point jop between the PV cell and the electrolyzer,

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2022.01.223
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Fig. 8 e Average daily STH efficiency over the year for Utrecht using the Urbain 2016 device at different tilt angles (yellow for

0�, red for 45�, and blue for 90�). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the

Web version of this article.)
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overall a more constant production through the year. Notably,

only a minor difference exists between tilt angles in the range

0e45�. However, it is worth stressing that tilt angles between

0 and 15�would be challenging from a practical point of view,

as the produced gases would tend to diffuse through the de-

vice rather than being collecting because of natural buoyancy.

On the other hand, increasing the tilt angle is overall condu-

cive to a lower average STH efficiency throughout the year,

although it has a minor impact: for a tilt angle of 60�, the
average STH efficiency decreases of about 0.5% compared to a

horizontal panel. Finally, it can be noted that the daily STH

efficiency is often lower then the STH efficiency measured

under one sun constant illumination.

It is important to stress that we do consider the working

hours for the calculation of the average hSTH. Therefore, ef-

fects of shading are not included in our analysis. These effects

are dependent on the specific design of the cell, especially on

the EC part, and can be an important source of decrease.

However, adapting our model to include this effect is out of

scope of the present study.
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Fig. 9 e Specific area a for the 5 PV-EC devices and a PV-E devi

Sevilla. The azimuth angle is fixed at 180�.
The specific area a for H2 production brings eventually

together all dependencies in one parameter. Fig. 9 shows a for

the different devices considered here, at varying tilt angle and

location (Utrecht on the left and Sevilla on the right). Moreover,

we benchmark the 5 PV-EC devices with the standalone PV

panelþ electrolyzer configuration (PV-E), whichwas calculated

using data published byClarke et al. [41]. Theminimumspecific

area a is found at an angle of around 40�, which can be directly

correlated to the profile of the irradiation intensity (maximum

at also around 40�). When changing the azimuth angle, the

optimum changes slightly. It can be noted that the area

requirement for the PV-EC cell is always larger than the PV-E

system. However, Jacobsson and Varadhan devices perform

close to the reference system; they therefore show rather

clearly the preferred direction of PV-EC development (as far as

costs are excluded).

When comparing the two locations, and since the total

energy input in Utrecht (3.8 GJ/m2) is roughly half of that in

Sevilla (6.8 GJ/m2) during the same year, a is in general clearly

higher in Utrecht. The associated operating hours amount to
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ce dependent on the tilt angle (tilt ¼ 0e90�). a) Utrecht. b)
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3767 h in Sevilla and 3034 h in Utrecht. The distribution of the

STH efficiency in Utrecht and Sevilla for the whole year can be

found in the Supplemental Information in Figure S5.

For both locations, the rank order of the PV-EC devices is

the same, with Urbain 2015 requiring the largest surface area

and Jacobsson the smallest. The ranking is a result of the

dependency of the STH efficiency on the illumination in-

tensity shown in Fig. 7 b. Having the highest efficiency, the PV-

E device shows the best performance.

A summary of the effect of location and its comparison

with the ideal one-sun conditions is shown in Table 5 for a

fixed tilt angle of 60�. While the Varadhan device has the

highest efficiency under one-sun illumination, the Jacobsson

device reaches a higher average efficiency, especially for

Utrecht. This is because the Jacobsson cell shows its best

performance for an illumination intensity of around 0.2 sun

(7 b) and the average illumination in Sevilla is 0.50 sun,

compared to 0.35 sun in Utrecht (in 2019, but generally valid).

Therefore, the Jacobsson system is relatively more efficient in

Utrecht than in Sevilla, whereas the Varadhan device per-

forms well under high illumination, and has poor perfor-

mance in Utrecht. On the other hand, the average STH

efficiency of the Jacobsson and Varadhan device are similar in

Sevilla, resulting in a similar specific area (Fig. 9). This analysis

shows that different PV-EC devices might be optimal for

different locations irrespective of their efficiency under one-

sun conditions, and that real operating conditions (time-

and space-dependent) are required to fairly compare devices.

Overall, PV-EC development should target real world varying

conditions: High STH efficiency under ideal illumination does

not fully reveal the cell performance.

At the same time, it is worth stressing that the model

presented here provides only a first approximation of the

behaviour of the system under real-world conditions. In

addition to varying irradiation, the ambient temperature

should be included as it has a significant impact on the per-

formance of PV-EC devices (it influences both the solar cell,

increasing the thermal voltage Vth), and the electrolyser,
Table 5e Specific area a and average STH efficiency based
on the solar irradiance data of 2019 in Utrecht,
Netherlands, and in Sevilla, Spain with a tilt angle of 60�.
The STH efficiency under 1 sun is also reported for
comparison purposes. For very low illumination
intensities inferior to 0.1 sun, the model assumes no
output. The PV-E device was calculated using data from
Ref. [41].

Utrecht Sevilla hSTH

Area Average
hSTH

Area Average
hSTH

1 sun

m2/tH2 % m2/tH2 % %

Urbain 2015 544 5.79 227 7.18 7.5

Urbain 2016 450 7.50 195 8.40 8.6

Jacobsson 309 12.33 143 11.43 10.6

Varadhan 335 10.26 146 11.24 11.6

Sun 367 9.94 165 9.93 9.93

PV-E 213 13.28 135 12.81 12.1
whose potential decreases significantly with the temperature

[40]). Moreover, aging and performance decay should also be

included for a full evaluation. These effects will however

further exacerbate the dependency of the device on the

ambient conditions, making the evaluation under non-ideal

conditions even more necessary.
Conclusion

In this work we presented a simple, yet insightful, framework

to model photo-electrochemical water splitting devices using

an equivalent circuits approach. In the first part of the paper,

we derived the model equations, described the resolution

strategy and validated the model with existing experimental

data for ideal one-sun conditions. To this end, current

density-voltage data for five different devices were used,

where the devices were selected depending on the quality and

type of experimental data available. The model showed good

agreement with the experimental results. Within the limits of

the model, we also tried to provide a physical explanation of

the different performance as function of the cell materials and

design.

To extend the model to real operating conditions, we

presented a simple modification of the model that takes into

account real irradiation data. The five devices were therefore

compared at varying irradiation: Three of the five devices

showed an optimal STH efficiency for ideal illumination, one

showed rather constant STH efficiency, while one showed an

optimal efficiency for low irradiation, i.e. 0.25 sun. Moreover,

the most performing device varies depending on the

irradiation.

In the second part of the paper we used the developed

irradiation-dependent model to evaluate the yearly perfor-

mance of the considered cells at different tilt angles and

different locations, i.e. (i) Sevilla in Spain and (ii) Utrecht in the

Netherlands. The cells were therefore compared using the

specific area needed to produce 1 ton of hydrogen per year.We

were able to identify the cell type with lower specific area;

moreover we found that irrespective of the cell a tilt angle in

the range of 25-45� is optimal for Utrecht and Sevilla.

Overall, the presented model is a powerfull tool for

untangling PV-EC performance and comparing different con-

cepts. The availability of high quality experimental data re-

mains however a key requirement for the use of this model.
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